
Can the Alarm.com Doorbell Camera be used without a chime?
Alarm.com does not recommend using the Alarm.com Doorbell Camera without a chime. If you are not familiar with
installing and wiring a new chime, seek professional assistance from a general contractor.

While it is possible to connect an Alarm.com Doorbell Camera without an existing chime, this kind of install is designed
for testing and demonstration purposes only. If you choose to install an Alarm.com Doorbell Camera without a chime,
verify it is set up properly depending on if an AC transformer or DC transformer is used.

If using a standalone AC transformer:

The power must come from a low voltage transformer with 10-36 VAC 10-15 VA (0.5 to 1.0 Amps). A 10 Ohm, 10 Watt
resistor must be used to complete the circuit when no chime is used. The Doorbell Camera must function as part of a
complete circuit, meaning it requires direct power on one side and a wired doorbell (or resistor) on the other.

Caution: Failure to install a 10 Ohm, 10 Watt resistor when using a standalone AC transformer with no chime may result
in damage to the Doorbell Camera.

The following image is an example of a no chime set up using an AC transformer:

Recommended hardware for this setup:
• For all setups with a standalone AC transformer and no chime, use a 10 Ohm 10 Watt Resistor.

• If connecting one Doorbell Camera to an AC transformer, use a Transformer rated at 16 VAC 10VA. The maximum
is 15 VA per Doorbell Camera; any higher could damage the device.

• If connecting two Doorbell Cameras to one AC transformer, use a Transformer rated at 16 VAC 20 VA. The
maximum is 30 VA so that each Doorbell Camera is within the range of 10-15 VA.
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https://answers.alarm.com/
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https://www.amazon.com/Ohm-Resistor-Wire-Wound-Tolerance/dp/B0002ZP3A0/ref=sr_1_1?s=industrial&ie=UTF8&qid=1394220163&sr=1-1&keywords=10+watt+10+ohm+resistor
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http://www.allelectronics.com/item/actx-1620/16-vac-20-va-wall-transformer/1.html
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If using a DC transformer:

Verify it is exactly 12 VDC (0.5 to 1.0 Amps). If the DC transformer meets those requirements, then a resistor is not
required since this is the exact power draw needed for the Doorbell Camera. A 12 VDC transformer is only used in no-
chime setups.

For an example of a DC transformer to use with the Doorbell Camera, refer to Amazon's 12 VDC (0.5 to 1.0 Amps) Plug-
in Transformer.

Additional resources

For more information about the Doorbell Camera installation, see Alarm.com Wi-Fi Doorbell Camera and Slim Line -
Installation Guide.

Enroll in the Alarm.com Doorbell Camera 201 training course today! For more information on accessing
Academy Training, see How can I access the Training Center?.
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http://www.amazon.com/NKC-12VDC-Adapter-Supply-LJY-186/dp/B006GEPUYA
http://www.amazon.com/NKC-12VDC-Adapter-Supply-LJY-186/dp/B006GEPUYA
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